COUNSELING SERVICES

CHILD ABUSE LISTENING MEDINATION (CALM) 805-965-2376
COMMUNITY COUNSELING AND EDUCATION CENTER 805-962-3363
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE SOLUTIONS 805-964-5425
HOSPICE OF SANTA BARBARA 805-563-8820
SANTA BARBARA RAPE CRISIS CENTER 805-963-6832
NEW BEGINNINGS 805-963-7777
CASA PACIFICA 805-366-4000
SAFTY 888-334-2777 24/7 crisis response
SB COUNTY DEPT OF BEHAVIORAL WELLNESS 888-868-1649
THE HOLMAN GROUP 800-321-2843

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

NOAH'S ANCHORAGE YOUTH SHELTER 805-563-8820
Crisis intervention/Emergency Shelter youth 10-17

SB RESCUE MISSION 805-966-1316
Emergency services to Homeless families

TRANSITION HOUSE 805-966-9668
425 East Cota St
Family Homelessness solutions

ST. VINCENT'S 805-683-6381
Assistance/housing single parent

SB NON EMERGENCY POLICE LINE 805-897-2300
Police assistance non-emergency

CITY HOUSING AUTHORITY 805-965-1071
Low income housing options

CHILD WELFARE SERVICES 800-367-0166

CHILDREN'S RESOURCE & REFERRAL PROGRAM 805-962-8988
Childcare referrals/resources

SB UNIFIED/SBHS RESOURCES

TECH ISSUES 805-696-2700 (District Office)
support@sbunified.org

NO WIFI AVAILABLE, IPAD IS BROKEN / NOT WORKING, PROBLEMS WITH MOBILE HOTSPOT ARE ISSUES THAT WILL BE HANDLED AT THE DISTRICT OFFICE. TECH TICKETS CAN BE SENT FROM THE IPAD USING STUDENTS SCHOOL EMAIL

IF YOU ARE HAVING A PROBLEM LOGGING ON TO NEO OR AERIES REMEMBER TO USE THE EMAIL ADDRESS WE HAVE ON FILE WHEN YOU REGISTERED. IF PROBLEM CONTINUES CONTACT TECH DEPARTMENT AT THE SCHOOL DISTRICT.

MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES 805-966-9101 X5132

SBHS HAS THERAPISTS FROM FAMILY SERVICE AGENCY ON CAMPUS THAT PROVIDE CRISIS INTERVENTION, MENTAL HEALTH SCREENING, INDIVIDUAL & GROUP COUNSELING, MENTAL HEALTH REFERRALS AND HAS SUPPORT STAFF. CALL YOUR SCHOOL COUNSELOR TO HAVE A REFERRAL SUBMITTED FOR SERVICES.

FAMILY RESOURCES 805-966-9101 X5140

SBHS HAS A FAMILY LIASON AS WELL AS A FAMILY ADVOCATE FROM FAMILY SERVICE AGENCY ON CAMPUS TO HELP OUR FAMILIES. WE PROVIDE COMMUNITY RESOURCES AND REFERRALS, PARENT EDUCATION PROGRAMS, TRUANCY INTERVENTION AND EDUCATION, STUDENT MENTORING AND FACILITATE THE SBHS STRONG FUND.

SBHS - FAMILY ENGAGEMENT

Maria Jimenez-Family Liaison
Santa Barbara High School
700 E. Anapamu St
Santa Barbara, CA
93103
805-966-9101 x5140

ONCE A DON ALWAYS A DON!!